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The Power of the Texas Governor
Quoted as "one of the best programs available for
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explaining and teaching Texas Government," The
State of Texas combines concise content with
effective digital tools that provide a personalized
learning path for every student. Built to align directly
with state learning outcomes and core objectives, this
highly readable program provides students with the
content and tools to make Texas government relevant
in their lives. The 4th edition will have new
scholarship from authors around the state, further
expanding the scope of the text.

Texas Government
Updated in its 12th edition, Texas Government
introduces the essentials of Texas government and its
often colorful politics in a way that any reader can
understand. With an emphasis on public policy and
active learning, this popular and highly accessible
textcontains an abundance of useful study aids and
exercises in every chapter and a lively,
straightforward writing style. Showing readers the
impact that government has on their lives, this
insightful and sometimes humorous critique of Texas
government engages readers in the course material
and encourages them to become active participants
in their government. Note: MyPoliSciLab does not
come automatically packaged with this text. To
purchase MyPoliSciLab, please visit:
www.mypoliscilab.com or you can purchase a
valuepack of the text + MyPoliSciLab (at no additional
cost): ValuePack ISBN-10: 0205908810 / ValuePack
ISBN-13: 9780205908813
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Practicing Texas Politics, Enhanced
The #1 selling book for Texas government courses,
with a new focus on the future of Texas politics.

Who Rules El Paso?
Updated with the latest legislative and election
results, Brown/Langenegger/Garcia/Biles/Rynbrandt/R
eyna/Huerta's PRACTICING TEXAS POLITICS,
ENHANCED, 17th Edition, shows you the ins and outs
of public-policy making in the Lone Star State. It
includes a special focus on the role of a growing
Latino population, the effects of 2018 elections, the
results of the 86th Texas Legislative Session and the
impact of oil and gas on state finances.
"Point/Counterpoint" features examine both sides of
controversial issues -- illustrating that there is rarely a
single "right" answer -- while "Students in Action"
features spotlight students making a meaningful
difference. Equipping you with anywhere, anytime
learning, MindTap Political Science digital learning
solution provides everything in one place -- eBook,
activities, flashcards, quizzes, dictionary and more -to maximize your study time.

American & Texas Government
Essentials
Quoted as “one of the best programs available for
explaining and teaching Texas Government,” The
State of Texas combines concise content with
effective digital tools that provide a personalized
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learning path for every student. Built to align directly
with state learning outcomes and core objectives, this
highly readable program provides students with the
content and tools to make Texas government relevant
in their lives.

Lone Star Tarnished
In Texas, myth often clashes with the reality of
everyday governance. The Nacogdoches author team
(Ken Collier, Steven Galatas, & Julie HarrelsonStephens) of Lone Star Politics explores the state’s
rich political tradition and explains who gets what,
and how by setting Texas in context with other states’
constitutions, policymaking, electoral practices, and
institutions. Critical thinking questions and
unvarnished “Winners and Losers” discussions guide
students toward understanding Texas government.
This Fifth Edition expands its coverage of civil rights in
the state, and includes the contemporary issues that
highlight the push and pull between federal, state,
and local governments.

Government and Politics in the Lone Star
State
Series Copy The new Very Short Introductions series
offers concise and original introductions to a wide
range of subjects from politics to classics. Not simply
a textbook of definitions, each book in the series
provides trenchant, provocative, yet balanced
discussions on the central issues of the field, gives a
readable historical account of the subject, and
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demonstrates how each particular area of study has
developed and shaped society. Eventually, the series
will encompass every major academic discipline,
offering readers an affordable, accessible, and
complete reference library. Stimulating and lively, the
Very Short Introductions are indispensable guides and
essential reading for anyone interested in the
development of these influential fields. Providing the
general reader and the student with an introduction
to the central issues of political science, A Very Short
Introduction to Politics shows how political trends and
maneuvers develop and how they help shape our
society. Kenneth Minogue, with his lively and popular
style, begins with a discussion of issues arising from a
historical account of politics, and goes on to offer
chapters dealing with the Ancient Greeks and the idea
of citizenship; Roman law; medieval Christianity and
individualism; freedom since Machiavelli and Hobbes;
the challenge of ideologies; democracy, oligarchy,
and bureaucracy; power and order in modern society;
and politics in the West. Readable and pithy, this
entertaining introduction is perfect for anyone looking
for an accessible overview of the subject.

God Save Texas
PRACTICING TEXAS POLITICS, 2015-¬2016 Edition,
includes information about policymaking as well as
analysis about politics in the Lone Star State.

The Texas Experience
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The State of Texas
George W. Bush called it "the best job in the world,"
yet many would argue that the Texas governorship is
a weak office. Given few enumerated powers by the
Texas Constitution, the governor must build a
successful relationship with the state
legislature—sometimes led by a powerful lieutenant
governor or speaker of the opposing party—to
advance his or her policy agenda. Yet despite the
limitations on the office and the power of the
legislative branch, many governors have had a
significant impact on major aspects of Texas's public
life—government, economic development, education,
and insurance reform among them. How do Texas
governors gain the power to govern effectively? The
Power of the Texas Governor takes a fresh look at the
state's chief executives, from John Connally to George
W. Bush, to discover how various governors have
overcome the institutional limitations of the office.
Delving into the governors' election campaigns and
successes and failures in office, Brian McCall makes a
convincing case that the strength of a governor's
personality—in particular, his or her highly developed
social skills—can translate into real political power. He
shows, for example, how governors such as Ann
Richards and George W. Bush forged personal
relationships with individual legislators to achieve
their policy goals. Filled with revealing insights and
anecdotes from key players in each administration,
The Power of the Texas Governor offers new
perspectives on leadership and valuable lessons on
the use of power.
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The State of Texas: Government, Politics,
and Policy
TEXAS POLITICS: IDEAL AND REALITY critically
compares Texas government and politics to the
concepts of democratic theory by raising three main
themes: democratic ideals, conservatism, and
conflict. Lively presentation of material encourages
students to consider controversial issues and debates.
In the 2015-2016 Edition, new policy coverage,
updates reflecting the Texas legislative session that
ended in June 2014, and new “Texas Politics and You”
features that ask students to become directly
involved in current and contentious issues, often
through social media, keep this book cutting edge.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Texas Politics
Now, do not misunderstand me, America is great. But
we are fed up with being over-taxed and overregulated. We are tired of being told how much salt to
put on our food, what kind of cars we can drive, what
kinds of guns we can own, what kind of prayers we
are allowed to say and where we can say them, what
we are allowed to do to elect political candidates,
what kind of energy we can use, what doctor we can
see. What kind of nation are we becoming? I fear it's
the very kind the Colonists fought against. But
perhaps most of all, we are fed up because deep
down we know how great America has always been,
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how many great things the people do in spite of their
government, and how great the nation can be in the
future if government will just get out of the way. Our
fight is clear. We must step up and retake the reins of
our government from a Washington establishment
that has abused our trust. We must empower states
to fight for our beliefs, elect only leaders who are on
our team, set out to remind our fellow Americans why
liberty is guaranteed in the Constitution, and take
concrete steps to take back our country. The
American people have never sat idle when liberty's
trumpet sounds the call to battle -- and today that
battle is for the soul of America.

The Great State of Texas
Designed around the Texas Higher Education
Coordinating Board’s new Learning Outcomes and
Core Objectives, The State of Texas: Government,
Politics, and Policy, second edition, provides students
with a comprehensive view of Texas government.
With numerous assignable activities in Connect Texas
Government including powerful adaptive learning,
The State of Texas encourages students to develop
critical thinking skills, communication skills, social
responsibility, and personal responsibility.

Government Code
Quoted as “one of the best programs available for
explaining and teaching Texas Government,” The
State of Texas combines concise content with
effective digital tools that provide a personalized
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learning path for every student. Built to align directly
with state learning outcomes and core objectives, this
highly readable program provides students with the
content and tools to make Texas government relevant
in their lives.

Red State
American Government, Second Edition
The single most important domestic source of oil and
gas is managed by the Texas Railroad Commission.
As a result, the Commission has for decades exerted
a profound influence on United States and world
energy policy. This influence may even increase with
the recent decision to remove price controls on oil
and gas. Commission decisions determine where and
when oil and gas wells are drilled, how much can be
produced from them, and how the products can be
transported. Since the 1930s the Commission has
heavily influenced both the supply and the price of
petroleum in the rest of the country simply because
Texas provides such a large proportion of the United
States' petroleum. As might be expected with the
management of resources worth billions of dollars,
the Railroad Commission has been an arena of
intense political maneuvering. David Prindle examines
in detail seven policymaking episodes, covering five
decades of the Commission's history. He recounts the
economic and political cleavages arising from clashes
of interest, the efforts of individuals and organizations
to exert influence, the motives and methods
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underlying the policy choices of the Commissioners,
and the political and economic consequences of those
choices, both for Texas and for the rest of the
country. This detailed look at the Railroad
Commission and the politics of petroleum in Texas will
be of interest to the general public and all those
involved in the oil and gas industry. Scholars and
students in the field of policy studies, especially
energy policy, will find this book to be an invaluable
guide to an important sector of the American
petroleum industry.

Model Rules of Professional Conduct
With an emphasis on policy and active learning, Texas
Government: Policy and Politics is a popular and
accessible text that is sure to engage students in
Texas politics. Known for its exceptionally accessible
and comprehensive coverage of the major aspects of
Texas government and politics, this text is a complete
teaching and learning package for students with little
or no background in political science or Texas politics.
It employs an emphasis on policy throughout the
book, helping to make material relevant to students'
lives. The author is known for his ability to provide
statistical detail in an extremely lucid, nonintimidating way and his often humorous, insightful
critique of Texas government. The seventh edition is
thoroughly updated to include new information on
topics such as controversy on school funding,
campaign finance from the 2000 election, an
overview of the 2002 elections, and so much more. At
only 13 chapters, Tannahill's text is perfect for a
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15-week semester, giving instructors and students no
more and no less than they need for the average
semester.

American Government & Texas Politics
This exciting new book explores the role of
government, politics, and policy in American lives. Full
of real life applications and scenarios, this text
encourages and enables political thinking. The second
edition has been updated to include recent
developments in U.S. politics and government. This
includes the description and analysis of the 2016
elections as well as the early Trump administration.
Chapters have expanded coverage of immigration
policy, environmental policy, economic policy, and
global affairs (including counterterrorism policy). The
text also includes analysis of racial issues in
contemporary American politics and law. It also
addresses questions about the state of the economy,
jobs, and wages. Hyperlinks and URLs provide
"deeper dives" into various topics and examples of
comparative politics.

Essentials of Texas Politics
Texas Politics Today 2017-2018 Edition
Politics: A Very Short Introduction
Texas pride, like everything else in the state, is larger
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than life. So, too, perhaps, are the state’s challenges.
Lone Star Tarnished, 2nd edition approaches public
policy in the nation’s most populous "red state" from
historical, comparative, and critical perspectives. The
historical perspective provides the scope for asking
how various policy domains have developed in Texas
history, regularly reaching back to the state’s
founding and with substantial data for the period
1950 to the present. In each chapter, Cal Jillson
compares Texas public policy choices and results with
those of other states and the United States in general.
Finally, the critical perspective allows us to question
the balance of benefits and costs attendant to what is
often referred to as "the Texas way" or "the Texas
model." Jillson delves deeply into seven substantive
policy chapters, covering the most important policy
areas in which state governments are active. The
second edition includes completely rewritten first and
second chapters, as well as updates throughout the
book and revised figures and tables. Through Jillson's
lively and lucid prose, students are well equipped to
analyze how Texas has done and is doing compared
to selected states and the national average over time
and today. Readers will also come away with the
necessary tools to assess the many claims of Texas’s
exceptionalism.

Petroleum Politics and the Texas
Railroad Commission
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an
up-to-date resource for information on legal ethics.
Federal, state and local courts in all jurisdictions look
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to the Rules for guidance in solving lawyer
malpractice cases, disciplinary actions,
disqualification issues, sanctions questions and much
more. In this volume, black-letter Rules of
Professional Conduct are followed by numbered
Comments that explain each Rule's purpose and
provide suggestions for its practical application. The
Rules will help you identify proper conduct in a variety
of given situations, review those instances where
discretionary action is possible, and define the nature
of the relationship between you and your clients,
colleagues and the courts.

The Texas Experience Revel Access Code
Who Rules El Paso? To answer this question, a reader
might respond that the mayor and city council
representatives rule the city of El Paso. On deeper
examination, less visible forces appear to shape many
of the representatives' decisions-like puppeteers
pulling the strings. In this evidence-based book with
multiple sections, readers can better understand
recent historical and current perspectives on
developers' designs for the downtown, political
campaign contributions, land deals, the travesty of
the University of Texas at El Paso presidential
appointment, and case studies of downtown
boondoggles past and planned-all within the
impending disaster of a heavily indebted city and high
property taxes.

The State of Texas
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Texas Politics 2015-2016
In November 1960, the Democratic party dominated
Texas. The newly elected vice president, Lyndon
Johnson, was a Texan. Democrats held all thirty
statewide elective positions. The state legislature had
181 Democrats and no Republicans or anyone else.
Then fast forward fifty years to November 2010.
Texas has not voted for a Democratic president since
1976. Every statewide elective office is held by
Republicans. Representing Texas in Washington is a
congressional delegation of twenty-five Republicans
and nine Democrats. Republicans control the Texas
Senate by a margin of nineteen to twelve and the
Texas House of Representatives by 101 to 49. Red
State explores why this transformation of Texas
politics took place and what these changes imply for
the future. As both a political scientist and a
Republican party insider, Wayne Thorburn is
especially qualified to explain how a solidly one-party
Democratic state has become a Republican
stronghold. He analyzes a wealth of data to show how
changes in the state's demographics—including an
influx of new residents, the shift from rural to urban,
and the growth of the Mexican American
population—have moved Texas through three stages
of party competition, from two-tiered politics, to twoparty competition between Democrats and
Republicans, and then to the return to one-party
dominance, this time by Republicans. His findings
reveal that the shift from Democratic to Republican
governance has been driven not by any change in
Texans' ideological perspective or public policy
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orientation—even when Texans were voting
Democrat, conservatives outnumbered liberals or
moderates—but by the Republican party's increasing
identification with conservatism since 1960.

Texas Politics
The History of Texas is fully revised and updated in
this fifth edition to reflect the latest scholarship in its
coverage of Texas history from the pre-Columbian era
to the present. Fully revised to reflect the most recent
scholarly findings Offers extensive coverage of
twentieth-century Texas history Includes an overview
of Texas history up to the Election of 2012 Provides
online resources for students and instructors,
including a test bank, maps, presentation slides, and
more

Exam Prep for: Texas Government Policy
& Politics
Loose Leaf The State of Texas, 3E
Looseleaf for The State of Texas:
Government, Politics, and Policy
"There is something to be said for experience.
Between the two of us, the authors of this text have
over five decades of teaching Texas government in
the classroom, and almost that many years writing
about it. But in our rapidly changing world, the ability
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to adapt to change is fundamentally important.
Among the most notable agents of change in Texas
government over the last decade has been the
successful launch of the Texas Tribune, an online
newspaper devoted to covering Texas politics with an
emphasis on helping readers not only know but
understand what is happening with the state's
government. This non-partisan endeavor is the largest
organization covering state politics anywhere. They
are experts at providing analysis and process vast
data sets into usable content. With our experience
and the Tribune's analysis and immediacy, our aim is
to create content that is readable, up-to-date, and
meaningful to you as a student. You will have the
opportunity to engage in Texas government instead
of simply reading a textbook. The narrative text you'll
find here covers the key concepts in Texas
government. But to get the full Texas Experience with
current Texas Tribune content integrated, you'll want
to access the title in Revel. There you will find
interactive resources that will bring the course to life,
illustrate how these core concepts affect you and your
community every day, help you become an informed
consumer of the news, and empower you to make a
difference in state and local politics now and
throughout your life. Our approach in writing this book
is simple. First, be realistic. Texas politics is less a
debate about ideology and theory than it is a
pragmatic discussion of what works"--

Fed Up!
ESSENTIALS OF TEXAS POLITICS lives up to its name.
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This is not a brief version of a traditional text, but
truly the essentials-the key concepts-that students of
Texas politics need to understand. This concise yet
comprehensive overview compares the reality of
Texas to the democratic ideal through a thoughtprovoking reform orientation. ESSENTIALSOF TEXAS
POLITICS engages students in thinking about
controversial issues and encourages them to
participate in class debate. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

The State of Texas: Government, Politics,
and Policy
For courses in Texas Government Government, the
Texas way Revel(TM) The Texas Experience: Lone
Star Politics, Policy, and Participation brings the fastpaced, ever-changing world of Texas law, leadership,
and politics to life. Created in partnership with awardwinning, digital-first media organization The Texas
Tribune -- and available via mobile app for anywhere,
anytime learning -- The Texas Experience is designed
to help make sure the next generation of Texas voters
is informed, educated, and civically engaged.
Contemporary videos, data-rich interactives, and
news stories embedded directly within the authordriven narrative promote informed civic engagement,
increased voter participation, and greater
accountability to policy and government. From
Lyndon Johnson to the Bush Dynasty to the events
that are unfolding today, Texas has literally defined
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American government. It's time your students help
define Texas government. Revel is Pearson's newest
way of delivering our respected content. Fully digital
and highly engaging, Revel replaces the textbook and
gives students everything they need for the course.
Informed by extensive research on how people read,
think, and learn, Revel is an interactive learning
environment that enables students to read, practice,
and study in one continuous experience -- for less
than the cost of a traditional textbook. NOTE: Revel is
a fully digital delivery of Pearson content. This ISBN is
for the standalone Revel access card. In addition to
this access card, you will need a course invite link,
provided by your instructor, to register for and use
Revel.

You're Fired
TEXAS POLITICS TODAY helps you to think critically
and get active as it focuses on current issues political
issues ranging from immigration, LGBT politics, gun
control policies, abortion laws, and Latino politics to
the culture wars. You will find out how Texas politics
works in real-world practice from actual political
activists ranging from the governor to campaign
consultants and marijuana advocates. The text will
help you close the gap between theory and practice
as it reveals the inner workings of Texas government
and shows you how Texas compares among the 50
states.

The State of Texas?
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Practicing Texas Politics
“You’re fired!” Donald Trump became famous
bellowing those words in a make-believe boardroom.
In November, tens of millions of Americans want to
yell it right back at him. Yet Trump has seemed to
almost defy the laws of political physics. Paul Begala,
one of America’s greatest political talents, lays out
the strategy that will defeat him and send him and his
industrial-strength spray-on tan machine back to Mara-Lago. In You’re Fired, Paul Begala tells us how
Trump uses division to distract from the actual reality
of his record. Distraction, he argues, is Trump’s
superpower. And this book is Kryptonite. In it, the
man who helped elect Bill Clinton and reelect Barack
Obama, details: -The special weapons and tactics
needed in the unconventional war against this most
unconventional politician -How to drive a wedge—or,
rather, a pickup truck—between Trump and many of
his supporters, especially blue-collar workers and
farmers -Where the votes to defeat Trump will come
from, and how the Rising American Electorate can
catch Trump flat-footed -How Democrats can run on
issues ranging from Coronavirus and healthcare to
the economy, as well as climate change and Trump’s
long-term plan to dominate the federal judiciary
-There is one chapter called simply, “This Chapter Will
Beat Trump.” Find out why Begala is so confident and
what issue he says will sink the Trumptanic Full of
memorable advice and Begala’s trademark wit, You’re
Fired focuses on the lessons we can learn from the
party’s successes and failures—and the crucial tools
Democrats need to beat Trump.
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Uncovering Texas Politics in the 21st
Century
Governing Texas
The History of Texas
Lone Star Politics
A New York Times Notable Book National Book Critics
Circle Award Finalist An NPR Best Book of the Year
God Save Texas is a journey through the most
controversial state in America. It is a red state, but
the cities are blue and among the most diverse in the
nation. Oil is still king, but Texas now leads California
in technology exports. Low taxes and minimal
regulation have produced extraordinary growth, but
also striking income disparities. Texas looks a lot like
the America that Donald Trump wants to create.
Bringing together the historical and the
contemporary, the political and the personal, Texas
native Lawrence Wright gives us a colorful, wideranging portrait of a state that not only reflects our
country as it is, but as it may become--and shows how
the battle for Texas's soul encompasses us all.

Texas Government and Politics in the
New Millennium
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Approaching the politics of the Lone Star State from
historical, developmental, and analytical perspectives,
Cal Jillson's text avoids partisanship, ideology, and
gimmicks to provide the most comprehensive,
readable, and accurate brief description of Texas
politics available today. Throughout the book students
are encouraged to connect the origins and
development of government and politics in
Texas—from the Texas Constitution, to party
competition, to the role and powers of the
Governor—to its current day practice and the
alternatives possible through change and reform. This
text will allow teachers to share with their students
the evolution of Texas politics, where we stand today,
and where we are headed. Texas Politics is one of the
briefest and most affordable texts on the market, yet
it offers instructors and students an unmatched range
of pedagogical aids and tools. Each chapter opens
with a number of focus questions to orient readers to
the learning objectives and concludes with a Chapter
Summary, a list of Key Terms, Suggested Readings,
and Web Resources. Key Terms are bolded in the text,
listed at the end of the chapter, and included in a
Glossary at the end of the book. Each chapter
presents several photos and numerous tables and
figures to highlight the major ideas, issues,
individuals, and institutions discussed. Each chapter
also contains a Let’s Compare feature, comparing
selected states to Texas on various dimensions.

Texas Government
Examine Texas politics in historical, economic, and
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demographic contexts Government and Politics in the
Lone Star State guides students through the
historical, economic, demographic, and political
environment that has made Texas government and
political culture what it is. Drawing on their
experiences in political science, journalism, and
consulting, Tucker Gibson, Clay Robison, and new
coauthor Joanne Connor Green explain Texas’s
governmental institutions, the players who influence
them, and how these factors compare to those in
other states. The 2014 Elections and Updates Edition
has been revised to meet the outcomes instituted by
the Texas education commission board, and includes
updated content on the major issues in today’s
headlines to help students become informed voters
and participants in Texas’s dynamic policymaking
process.
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